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Abstract— A parametrization of state and input trajectories
is used to approximate an infinite-horizon optimal control
problem encountered in model predictive control. The resulting
algorithm is discussed with respect to trajectory tracking,
including the problem of generating feasible trajectories. In
order to account for unmodeled repeatable disturbances an
iterative learning scheme is applied, and as a result, the tracking
performance can be improved over consecutive trials. The
algorithm is applied to an unmanned aerial vehicle and shown
to be computationally efficient, running onboard at a sampling
rate of 100 Hz during the experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Model Predictive Control (MPC) is an established control
strategy for addressing challenging control problems, often
including input and state constraints, see for example [1] and
references therein. It is based on the following procedure: at
each time step, an optimal control problem is solved and
the first portion of the resulting input trajectory is applied to
the system. This yields an implicit feedback law providing
robustness against disturbances and modeling errors.

Due to the fact that an optimal control problem has
to be solved at each time step, MPC is computationally
demanding, particularly when applied to systems with fast
dynamics. A common approach to reduce the computational
complexity is to discretize the dynamics and truncate the pre-
diction horizon. This leads naturally to a trade-off between
computation and prediction horizon. However, the truncation
of the prediction horizon might require the introduction of
a terminal cost and terminal state constraints to preserve
stability, see [1], [2].

In contrast, the MPC approach presented in [3] retains
an infinite prediction horizon by parametrizing input and
state trajectories with decaying basis functions. Provided that
the resulting trajectories fulfill the constraints for all times,
this leads to inherent closed-loop stability and recursive
feasibility guarantees. Moreover, by choosing suitable basis
functions, the resulting MPC formulation tends to have fewer
optimization variables and therefore exhibits small execution
times, as reported in [4].

This article extends the approach presented in [3] to trajec-
tory tracking and discusses the application to an unmanned
aerial vehicle. In addition, an iterative learning scheme is
incorporated in order to reject repeatable disturbances.
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A. Related Work

Due to the increase in computational power and the avail-
ability of dedicated optimization routines, see for example
[5], [6], MPC has been applied to a wide range of dynamic
systems. The vast majority of MPC controllers found in
the literature are based on a discrete-time finite-horizon
formulation, an overview of which is given in [1]. In [7]
and [8, Ch. 3, Ch. 6], an alternative formulation is proposed,
where the finite differences of the control inputs (in discrete
time) or the time derivative of the inputs (in continuous
time) are parametrized with so-called Laguerre or Kauz
basis functions. Although similar basis functions are used
herein, their approach is different due to the fact that a finite
prediction horizon is retained, and that the control inputs
are not parametrized directly. Moreover, the state variable is
eliminated, whereas we encode the dynamics as an equality
constraint that may or may not be eliminated, potentially
leading to a sparser optimization problem.

In the following, we point out some applications of
MPC to real-world systems, which we find relevant for our
work. This includes the control of unmanned aerial vehicles
with MPC, and trajectory tracking or iterative learning in
combination with MPC.

In [9], the application of MPC to a thrust-vectored flight
control experiment with a ducted fan actuation is presented.
Input and state constraints are included and the region of
attraction of the MPC controller is shown to be larger than
that of the corresponding linear quadratic regulator.

Different strategies have been presented to tackle the prob-
lem of trajectory tracking with MPC. In [10], a successive
linearization approach has been applied to the discrete-time
infinite-horizon MPC strategy. This method has been shown
to be more efficient than a nonlinear MPC formulation, while
maintaining a comparable performance, when applied to a
mobile robot. Guarantees for recursive feasibility have been
presented in [11] for constrained trajectory tracking problems
through the use of time-varying terminal regions. In [12],
the tracking control problem of underactuated vehicles is
addressed by allowing an asymptotic tracking error. This pro-
vides a means to compute the terminal set and the terminal
control law that guarantee asymptotic convergence of the
position of the vehicle to a tube centered around the desired
path. A direct multiple-shooting approach is introduced in
[13] for solving optimal control problems encountered in
MPC. The approach is evaluated in simulation, by perform-
ing extreme maneuvers with a flying vehicle. In [14], a MPC
framework is implemented and used for trajectory tracking



of a quadrotor, where the dynamics are modeled as a set
of piecewise affine systems given by different operating
points. An application of MPC to the trajectory tracking of
a formation of flying vehicles is presented in [15].

Unlike most of the approaches summarized above, we do
not discretize the dynamics, but parametrize input and state
trajectories with exponentially decaying basis functions. As
a result, we retain an infinite prediction horizon, and obtain
an optimization problem with relatively few variables. The
numerical effectiveness of our approach will be demonstrated
by the fact that the resulting MPC controller achieves a
sampling time of 100 Hz on an embedded computer (Gumstix
DuoVero COM).

Trajectory tracking can often be improved by incorporat-
ing learning approaches. Iterative Learning Control (ILC),
see [16], provides a way to iteratively improve the system
model available to the controller over multiple trials. An
overview of ILC can be found in [17]. In [18], a time-
varying Kalman filter is used to estimate the repeatable
disturbances along a trajectory, which might stem from
unmodeled system dynamics and uncertainties in the physical
parameters. We will use a similar approach to identify the
repeatable disturbances, and incorporate them into our MPC
formulation.

In [19] and [20], learning approaches are included in
an MPC framework. In [21], deep learning is combined
with MPC for guided policy search, where MPC is used to
generate data at training time. The method is evaluated with
simulations of a quadrotor’s flight. In [22], an underlying
control sequence is included as a (deficient) reference to
be improved for the predictive tracking control. At each
iteration, the input sequence is corrected by performing a
learning update. A similar strategy has been proposed in [23],
where the MPC performance is improved by feeding back the
control errors from previous iterations, based on the concept
of repetitive control.

Applications of ILC in combination with MPC have been
shown on a pH plant, see [24], and in [25], where learning-
based MPC has been applied on a quadrotor that has been
trained to catch a ball.

In our approach, we augment our system’s model with
repeatable disturbances, which we parametrize using the
same basis functions as for representing the input and the
states. As a consequence, these disturbances can be naturally
incorporated in our MPC formulation. In that way, the
system’s model is updated over consecutive trials, improving
the accuracy of the predictions used for MPC.

B. Outline

The parametrized MPC problem is presented in Section II.
Input and state trajectories are approximated through a linear
combination of Laguerre functions, and a constraint sampling
strategy is proposed. Section III discusses the problem of
generating a trajectory that is parametrized by the given
basis functions. The online trajectory tracking is explained
in Section IV. In Section V, an iterative learning scheme is
incorporated. Simulation and experimental results obtained

from flights with an unmanned aerial vehicle are shown in
Section VI. Concluding remarks are made in Section VII.

II. PARAMETRIZED MPC

In order to approximate the infinite-horizon optimal con-
trol problem that will be used in our MPC approach, we will
represent state and input trajectories as linear combinations
of Laguerre functions, that is,

x̃(t) := (In ⊗ τ(t))Tηx, ũ(t) := (Im ⊗ τ(t))Tηu, (1)

with τ(t) := (τ1(t), τ2(t), . . . , τs(t)), for all t ∈ [0,∞), and

τi(t) :=
√

2λ exp(−λt)
i−1∑
k=0

(
i− 1

k

)
(−1)k

k!
(2λt)k, (2)

where ηx ∈ Rns, ηu ∈ Rms are the parameter vectors, λ
is the exponential decay, n and m describe the state respec-
tively the input dimension, and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker
product. This approach has been previously presented in
[3], where additional motivation and examples are included.
For ease of notation, vectors are expressed as n-tuples,
with dimension and stacking clear from the context, i.e.
τ(t) = (τ1(t), τ2(t), . . . , τs(t)) ∈ Rs.

It can be shown that the basis functions τ(t) satisfy the
following properties,

τ̇(t) = Mλτ(t), τ(t) = eMλtτ(0), ∀t ∈ [0,∞), (3)

where

Mλ =


−λ 0 · · · 0

−2λ −λ
...

...
. . . 0

−2λ · · · −2λ −λ

 ∈ Rs×s, (4)

which will be used in a later stage.
As discussed in [3], by representing input and state trajec-

tories with x̃ and ũ according to (1), the constrained infinite-
horizon linear-quadratic optimal regulator problem can be
approximated as

inf
ηx,ηu

1

2

{
ηTx (Q⊗ Is) ηx + ηTu (R⊗ Is) ηu

}
(5)

s.t. Axηx +Buηu = 0, (6)

(In ⊗ τ(0))Tηx = x0, (7)
Fηu ∈ U := [umin, umax]s, (8)

where umin ∈ Rm and umax ∈ Rm are the lower and upper
bounds on the control input u(t), Q ∈ Rn×n is positive
definite (Q � 0), R ∈ Rm×m is positive definite (R � 0),

F :=


Im ⊗ τ(t1)T

Im ⊗ τ(t2)T

...
Im ⊗ τ(ts)

T

 ∈ Rms×ms, (9)

and

Ax := A⊗ Is − In ⊗MT
λ , Bu := B ⊗ Is, (10)



where A ∈ Rn×n is the system matrix and B ∈ Rn×m
is the matrix through which the inputs enter the system.
The suboptimality of this approximation can be quantified,
as discussed in [26].

The cost function in (5) matches the quadratic cost∫ ∞
0

1

2

{
x̃(t)TQx̃(t) + ũ(t)TRũ(t)

}
dt. (11)

In addition, as shown in [3], the constraints (6) and (7)
imply that the system’s dynamics are fulfilled exactly, that
is,

˙̃x(t) = Ax̃(t) +Bũ(t), x̃(0) = x0, ∀t ∈ [0,∞). (12)

The constraint (8) represents a box constraint on the
inputs, where the input constraints are relaxed, and are
only enforced at the specific time instants ti, i = 1, . . . , s.
The choice of these time instants is discussed in [4]. The
above formulation can be generalized to the case of arbitrary
linear constraints on the states and the inputs. However,
restricting the input (and possibly state) constraints to be
box constraints enables an efficient implementation of the
optimization routine for solving the optimization problem
(5), as highlighted in [4].

If the resulting optimal input trajectory violates the con-
straint umin ≤ u(t) ≤ umax for all times t ∈ [0,∞), for
instance in between the time instants ti, i = 1, . . . , s, the
theoretic stability and recursive feasibility guarantees are no
longer valid in general. In practice however, this sampling
strategy often results in constraint satisfaction for all times,
and enables to solve (5) efficiently with the Generalized Fast
Dual Gradient (GFDG) method, see [4].

III. TRAJECTORY GENERATION

We propose to generate feasible trajectories for all states
and inputs of the given system by solving an optimization
problem similar to (5). This process includes a transforma-
tion of the desired trajectories from the physical space, which
we denote by x̄des(t), to the parameter space.

In particular, we propose solving an optimization problem
for finding feasible trajectories (compatible with the dynam-
ics and fulfilling the constraints) that are the closest possible
fit to x̄des(t) (in the weighted L2-sense), while keeping the
control effort as small as possible.

The Laguerre functions that are used in our parametrized
MPC approach have limited polynomial order, and as such
they would not be suitable to perform a single fit over the
entire trajectory horizon. In order to tackle this problem, we
split the entire trajectory into N smaller intervals of length
T . In order to not lose the predictive power of the MPC
approach, we solve the trajectory generation problem over
a prediction window containing a number Npred of these
intervals, covering a time horizon of length NpredT . As a
result, this approach improves the accuracy of the fit. In
practice, a trade-off between the prediction horizon NpredT
and the accuracy of the fit has to be found.

Moreover, the basis functions are decaying to zero and
as such, they are unable to capture steady-state deviations.

Provided that these steady-state offsets correspond to equilib-
rium points of the dynamics, they are included in the trajec-
tory generation problem. More precisely, for each interval
j we may introduce the offsets xb,j , that are chosen such
that x̄des((j + Npred)T ) − xb,j = 0, and shift the desired
trajectory by these offsets, leading to the shifted trajectories
x̄j(t) := x̄des(t + jT ) − xb,j . These are defined over the
intervals j = 0, . . . , N − 1, which are used as a starting
point for the trajectory generation problem. The procedure
is illustrated in Figure 1.

We generate the feasible trajectories, represented by
ηref,j := (ηx,ref,j , ηu,ref,j), by minimizing, for the j-th in-
terval,∫ NpredT

0

1

2

{
∆x,j(t)

TQ̄∆x,j(t) + ũj(t)
TR̄ũj(t)

}
dt (13)

with respect to ηref,j , where Q̄ � 0 and R̄ � 0 are suitable
tuning matrices,

∆x,j(t) := x̄j(t)− (In ⊗ τ(t))Tηx,ref,j , (14)

and

ũj(t) := (Im ⊗ τ(t))Tηu,ref,j . (15)

Using the properties of the Kronecker product, and elim-
inating the terms not depending on ηref,j , (13) can be
rearranged as,

1

2

{
ηTx,ref,j(Q̄⊗ Js)ηx,ref,j + ηTu,ref,j(R̄⊗ Js)ηu,ref,j

}
−
∫ NpredT

0

x̄j(t)
TQ̄(In ⊗ τ(t))Tηx,ref,jdt, (16)

where

Js :=

∫ NpredT

0

τ(t)τ(t)Tdt. (17)

The matrix Js can be computed efficiently considering that

MλJs =

∫ NpredT

0

Mλτ(t)τ(t)Tdt =

∫ NpredT

0

τ̇(t)τ(t)Tdt,

and integrating by parts results in

MλJs =
[
τ(NpredT )τ(NpredT )T − τ(0)τ(0)T

]
(18)

−
∫ NpredT

0

τ(t)τ̇(t)T dt

=
[
τ(NpredT )τ(NpredT )T − τ(0)τ(0)T

]
− JsMT

λ .

This leads to the Lyapunov equation,

MλJs + JsM
T
λ −

[
τ(NpredT )τ(NpredT )T − τ(0)τ(0)T

]
= 0

that gives Js as a unique solution. Existence and uniqueness
of the solution Js of the above Lyapunov equation is guar-
anteed, since the triangular matrix Mλ is negative definite,
see [27, p. 114].
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Fig. 1. Offset and prediction window for a single state, with Npred = 2.
The curve is shifted by the offset xb,j , such that at the end of the prediction
window the state will be at zero. The shifted curve is used for solving the
trajectory generation problem in (19) and the resulting parameters ηref,j are
stored for the j-th interval. The procedure is repeated for all the intervals
j = 0, . . . , N − 1.

Therefore, the complete problem at each interval j reduces
to

inf
ηx,ref,j
ηu,ref,j

1

2

{
ηTx,ref,j(Q̄⊗ Js)ηx,ref,j + ηTu,ref,j(R̄⊗ Js)ηu,ref,j

}

−
∫ NpredT

0

x̄j(t)
TQ̄(In ⊗ τ(t))Tηx,ref,jdt (19)

s.t. Axηx,ref,j +Buηu,ref,j = 0, (20)
(In ⊗ τ(0)T)ηx,ref,j + xb,j

= (In ⊗ τ(T )T)ηx,ref,j−1 + xb,j−1, (21)
(Im ⊗ τ(0)T)ηu,ref,j = (Im ⊗ τ(T )T)ηu,ref,j−1, (22)
Fηu,ref,j ∈ U . (23)

In case parts of the desired state trajectory are not pro-
vided, the corresponding value in Q̄ should be set to zero
(or very close to zero) for the corresponding state. In this
way, a higher flexibility will be left to the algorithm in order
to find a feasible trajectory.

The constraints (21) and (22) are introduced in order to
preserve the continuity of the states and the inputs, such
that the trajectory defined by ηref,j starts exactly where the
trajectory defined by ηref,j-1 ends. In a similar way, both
constraints are replaced for the interval j = 0 by

(In ⊗ τ(0)T)ηx,ref,0 = x̄des(0)− xb,0. (24)

The results of the problem on two of the states of the
system that we will present in Section VI are shown in Figure
2.

IV. ONLINE TRAJECTORY TRACKING
Once a trajectory has been generated offline, it can be

tracked online by the MPC controller. At each time step, a
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Fig. 2. Trajectory generation results. The upper plot shows a sinusoidal
pulse in the x-position for the Flying Platform, an unmanned aerial vehicle
to be presented in Section VI. The lower plot shows the corresponding pitch
(Euler angle) over the same horizon. This state was not specified among
the desired ones, so the algorithm has the freedom of finding an appropriate
feasible trajectory.

counter is used to detect the current interval and load the
appropriate ηref,j and xb,j . For the time instants within the
intervals, the parameters have to be shifted in time by pre-
multiplying a delay matrix to the current ηref,j . Considering
a single state x, and given the sampling time Ts and the time
instant kTs, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1, we have, according to (3),

τ(kTs) = eMλkTsτ(0). (25)

Within the j-th interval, this leads to

x(kTs) = τ(kTs)
Tηx,ref,j = τ(0)TeM

T
λkTsηx,ref,j

= τ(0)Tηx,ref,d,j . (26)

The above formula (26) extends naturally to multiple states
and inputs, by virtue of the Kronecker product. Therefore,
the corresponding shifted parameters are calculated as

ηref,d,j = (In+m ⊗ ekM
T
λTs)ηref,j . (27)

We will drop the subscript ’d’ from now on to simplify
notation. As a result, in the j-th interval, the following
problem is solved online:

inf
ηx,ηu

1

2

{
(ηx − ηx,ref,j)

T
(Q⊗ Is) (ηx − ηx,ref,j)

+ (ηu − ηu,ref,j)
T

(R⊗ Is) (ηu − ηu,ref,j)

}
s.t. Axηx +Buηu = 0, (28)

(In ⊗ τ(0)T)ηx = x0 − xb,j ,

Fηu ∈ U ,

where x0 is an estimate of the current position. The problem
can be solved with the GFDG method as proposed in Section
II, using the change of variables η′x = ηx − ηx,ref,j , η′u =
ηu − ηu,ref,j .



V. TRAJECTORY TRACKING WITH
ITERATIVE LEARNING

In order to account for the repeatable disturbances, we
implement an iterative learning scheme. It consists of a
Kalman Filter, see [28, Ch. 8], for estimating these repeatable
disturbances, which are then included in the proposed MPC
framework. The use of a Kalman Filter is motivated by the
fact that it is a well-established technique, easily tunable, and
provides a means to incorporate prior information.

We model the disturbances as additive noise that enters
the dynamics through the matrix G ∈ Rn×nv ,

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) +Gv(t), ∀t ∈ [0,∞), (29)

where v(t) ∈ Rnv is the disturbance vector. In analogy to
the system’s state and input, which are modeled using x̃ and
ũ, the disturbance v(t) is assumed to have the form

ṽ(t) := (Inv ⊗ τ(t))Tηv. (30)

As a result, the equality constraint capturing the system
dynamics in (28) is reformulated as

Axηx +Buηu +Gvηv = 0, Gv := G⊗ Is. (31)

Note that, as remarked earlier, trajectories x̃(t), ũ(t) and
ṽ(t) satisfying (31) and the initial condition x̃(0) = x0, fulfill
the equations of motion (29) exactly.

We discretize the augmented system’s model in (29) as
(assuming a zero-order hold sampling),

x[k + 1] = Adx[k] +Bdu[k] +Gdv[k], (32)

where k = 0, 1, . . . , Ad, Bd and Gd are the discrete-
time matrix representation of (29) with sampling time Ts,
and x[k] = x(kTs). We aim at estimating the disturbance
trajectory v[k] based on the data available from the previous
trials.

As we are interested in capturing the repeatable parts of
the disturbance, we use the following model to describe the
evolution of v[k] over different trials,

v[k]i+1 = v[k]i + q[k]i, q[k]i ∼ N (0, QKF), (33)

where q[k]i denotes the process noise that is assumed to
be normally distributed with zero mean and variance QKF,
and the superscript i refers to the trial number. Thus, the
prediction step of the Kalman filter is given by

v̂p[k]i+1 = v̂m[k]i, Pp[k]i+1 = Pm[k]i +QKF, (34)

where v̂p[k]i and Pp[k]i indicate the expected value and the
variance of the random variable v[k]i conditioned on the
trajectory data up to the (i − 1)-th trial, while vm[k]i and
Pm[k]i indicate the expected value and the variance of the
same random variable conditioned on the trajectory data up
to the i-th trial.

During the execution of a trajectory, the actual states and
inputs are recorded and are used to update the estimate of
v[k]. We use (32) to formulate the measurement equation,

x[k + 1]i −Adx[k]i −Bdu[k]i = Gdv[k]i + n[k]i,︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=z[k]i

with n[k]i ∼ N (0, RKF). The measurement update equations
can be expressed as

Pm[k]i =
(
(Pp[k]i)−1 +GT

d R
−1
KFGd

)−1
(35)

v̂m[k]i = v̂p[k]i + Pm[k]iGT
d R
−1
KF (z[k]i −Gdv̂p[k]i). (36)

Once the Kalman filter updates are performed, the current
estimated disturbance trajectory vm[k]i is transformed to the
continuous-time domain through a zero-order hold, yielding
v(t)i. The latter is transformed to the parameter space
by performing a curve fitting that minimizes a regularized
L2-distance. Again, the Laguerre functions are not suitable
for fitting a curve over a large interval, as they only have
few degrees of freedom. To tackle this problem, we use a
similar approach as in the trajectory generation, and split
the trajectory v(t)i in Nv pieces of length Tv . In order
to simplify notation, we present this fitting procedure for
one-dimensional disturbances, but it can be easily extended
to the multi-dimensional case. Introducing the quantities
vj(t)

i := v(t + jTv)
i, the resulting fitting procedure (for

each interval j) reduces to,

ηiv,j := arg min
η

∫ Tv

0

1

2

{(
vj(t)

i − τ(t)Tη
)2

+ rηTτ̇(t)τ̇(t)Tη

}
dt, (37)

where the first integrand penalizes the squared distance to
the disturbance trajectory, while the second term performs a
regularization in order to increase the smoothness of the re-
sulting trajectory τ(t)Tηiv,j . The regularization is controlled
with the tuning parameter r ∈ R, r ≥ 0.

The optimization problem (37) can be solved analytically
leading to

ηiv,j =
(
Jv + rMλJvM

T
λ

)−1 ∫ Tv

0

vj(t)
iτ(t)dt, (38)

where

Jv :=

∫ Tv

0

τ(t)τ(t)Tdt (39)

is computed in a similar way as in (17)-(18).
The algorithm that runs at each trajectory execution is

summarized by the pseudo-code given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for disturbances estimation.

Result: Estimate ηiv corresponding to the i-th trial
Record x[k]i, u[k]i over the entire trajectory;
Update the Kalman filter state v[k]i;
Split the interpolated v(t)i over Nv intervals → vj(t)

i;
for each interval j do

Fit ηiv,j through vj(t)i;
end
Merge all the estimates and store a lifted vector
ηiv =

(
ηiv,0, η

i
v,1 · · ·

)



Fig. 3. The Flying Platform during flight.

After the i-th trial, the current estimate of the disturbance
parameters is used to replan a feasible trajectory. This is done
by solving again the generation problem in (19), replacing
(20) with

Axηx,ref,j +Buηu,ref,j +Gvη
i
v,j = 0, (40)

to include the estimated disturbances in the system’s dynam-
ics. In a similar way, in the online trajectory tracking problem
the equality constraint in (28) is replaced by

Axηx +Buηu +Gvη
i
v,j = 0. (41)

The vector ηiv,j is shifted in time in a similar way as
described by (27).

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Hardware and software

The Flying Platform is a flying machine consisting of three
electrical ducted fans mounted on a lightweight frame, see
[29]. Two flaps are attached to each fan in order to control
the air flow and perform thrust vectoring. A PX4FMU1

is used as a flight controller for actuation and measuring
the angular velocities with the built-in gyroscope. The PX4
communicates through a serial bus with a Gumstix DuoVero
Zephyr computer-on-module (COM)2, equipped with a dual-
core ARM Cortex-A9 that runs at 1 GHz. The COM disposes
of 1GB RAM. Position and attitude information is provided
by a Vicon3 motion capture system. Translational velocities
are estimated through off-board state estimation techniques.
The Flying Platform receives the data computed off-board,
that is, the actual position, attitude and (linear) velocity,
through a wireless communication.

The parametrized MPC routine and the iterative learning
are implemented on the Gumstix COM, that runs a Linux-
based operating system.

B. Model

A first-principles model is linearized about hover. In order
to be invariant to different yaw set-points, the linearization
is carried out in a yaw-fixed body coordinate system. The

1www.pixhawk.org
2www.gumstix.org
3www.vicon.com

TABLE I
TUNING PARAMETERS.

parameter value description
T 0.05 s interval length in trajectory generation
Npred 25 prediction horizon for tracking (multiples of T )
r 0.1 regularization in learning fit
Tv 1 s interval length in learning fit

Flying Platform model has 12 states, that is, position, transla-
tional velocities, attitude, and angular velocities, and 9 inputs
(3 per fan), which are given by Tz,i (vertical thrusts) and Tx,i,
Ty,i (horizontal components, in perpendicular directions to
each flap), with i = 1, 2, 3. All the input saturations can be
approximated as box constraints, as shown in [4].

C. Results

We choose s = 5, and an exponential decay λ = 5s−1.
The following matrices are chosen for the learning, with
nv = 12,

G = Inv , QKF = 10−1 · Inv , RKF = 10−5 · In.

Our choice of G doesn’t specify any weights on how the
disturbances enter the system. The choice of QKF leaves
some freedom to our assumption of invariance of the dis-
turbances over different trials, while the low magnitude of
the values in RKF emphasizes the considerable trust we give
to the measurements.

The following tuning matrices are chosen for the controller
presented in (28), which runs at a sampling frequency of 100
Hz,

position︷ ︸︸ ︷ lin. velocity︷ ︸︸ ︷ attitude︷ ︸︸ ︷ ang. velocity︷ ︸︸ ︷
Q= diag

(
200, 200, 30, 10, 10, 10, 40, 40, 10, 10, 10, 5

)
R= 10−3 · diag

(
1.7, 0.85, 15, 1.7, 0.85, 15, 1.7, 0.85, 15

)
.︸ ︷︷ ︸

Tx,1,Ty,1,Tz,1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tx,2,Ty,2,Tz,2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tx,3,Ty,3,Tz,3

The remaining tuning parameters are summarized in Table
I. The desired task is to track a circle with a diameter of
20 cm in 6 s. Six consecutive trials have been performed.
The resulting tracking performance is shown in Figure 4.4

Due to the estimation of the disturbances ηv , the predic-
tions of the MPC are more accurate as the number of trials
increases, which improves the tracking performance. The
repeatable disturbances are most likely due to asymmetries
in the mass distribution of the real system.

VII. CONCLUSION

A parametrized MPC approach has been extended to the
trajectory tracking case, and a learning scheme has been
introduced. To this extent, the inherent limitations of the
Laguerre functions that are used to parametrize the state
and input trajectories are addressed by introducing multi-
ple prediction intervals. Still, accounting for large constant
disturbances remains challenging due to the decaying nature

4A video showing some of the experiments can be found at the following
link: https://youtu.be/GgIwrnoNvTY.
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Fig. 4. Trajectory tracking of a circle (counter-clockwise direction, starting
from the origin). The feasible (parametrized) trajectory matches the desired
trajectory in the xy-plane, and is therefore not shown. The system improves
the accuracy of the predictions used for MPC, increasing the tracking
performance over subsequent trials, before reaching a steady-state after six
trials.

of the basis functions and requires careful tuning. The same
applies to disturbances that quickly change in time, due to
the bounded derivative of the basis functions. The method
has been tested on an unmanned aerial vehicle, showing
satisfactory tracking performance, and achieving a sampling
frequency of 100 Hz. The experiments have also shown how
the system improves in performing the task over subsequent
trials.
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